that used by Blumenthal (4; 5) , whose excellent books also nourished several interesting trains of thought. In the following, M denotes an abstract metric space, and E a subspace of M. Wherever applicable, + oo is regarded as an admissible value. DEFINITION 1. If M = {ai, a 2 , . . . ,} is countable, it may be completely specified by the symmetric distance matrix Note that in general a sphere need not have a unique centre or radius. DEFINITION 3 . For x in M, the distance of x from E is given by d(x, E) = g.l.b. d(x, y) for y in E. DEFINITION 
Two metric spaces M and M r are isometric provided there exists a mapping a from M onto M' such that d(x, y) = d(a(x), a(y)) for all x, y in AT. We write M ^ M'. Note that a is biunique since a{x) -a(y) implies d(a(x), a(y)) = d(x, y) =0. If M = M'
, the isometry is termed a motion. Two subsets of ikf are superposable provided a motion exists that maps one onto the other. DEFINITION 5. E is a metric basis of AT provided each point of if is uniquely determined by its distances from the points of E. If £ contains fewer than two points, define 8(E) -0.
DEFINITION 6. The major diameter A(E), of E, and the minor diameter 3(E)
Combinatorial configurations generally are highly symmetric in various aspects of their structure. Searching for a means of obtaining some sort of ''symmetrizing" condition in Us, it was discovered that one way of achieving this is to require that Us contain a "large" number of elements mutually "far apart." These considerations motivate the next definition. DEFINITION 
The t-extent of E, e(E, t)
, is the greatest integer m such that E contains m distinct points with minor diameter greater than t. If no two points of E have distance greater than /, set e(E, i) = 1, while if for n arbitrarily large there are n points of E with minor diameter exceeding t, define e(E,t) = + co.
As we shall see in the next section, the concept of /-extent enables us to give simple metric characterizations of the various configurations examined there.
Let S(n) denote a set of n elements (n > For a given subspace E, r-orthogonality does not imply (r -^-orthogonality. S k (n) always has orthogonality 0, 1, and k. Indeed, any point constitutes an L(n, k, 0) space; the points
For values between 1 and k the property becomes non-trivial, and, as we shall see in the following section, is related to some of the classical unsolved problems in combinatorial analysis.
Metric characterizations of some combinatorial configurations. (a) Latin squares and cubes. A Latin square of order n, A -[a^]
, is an n X n matrix whose entries are from a set of n distinct symbols and such that each symbol appears exactly once in each row and column. Thus a Latin square of order n is essentially the multiplication Norton (19) .) Euler conjectured that for n = 4& + 2, Graeco-Latin squares of order n do not exist, and Tarry (25) verified this for n = 6. Aside from n = 6 (n = 2 is, in a sense, vacuous since a complete set consists of a single square), the question of the validity of the conjecture has resisted all determined onslaught (although Mann (17) has ruled out certain candidates, among these being the group multiplication tables). The case n = 10 remains the first undecided instance. 1 MacNeish (16) seems to have been the first to establish the existence of complete sets of orthogonal Latin squares of prime power order. The interest in orthogonal Latin squares and finite projective planes was mutually enhanced when Bose (6) and Levi (14) independently showed the equivalence of complete sets of such squares to the planes. (iii) Each point P of N is on exactly one line of each class.
(iv) Some line of N has exactly n distinct points. "A finite affine plane with n points on each line, n > 2, is simply a net of degree n + 1, order n (13). A loop of order n is essentially a net of degree 3, order n (1; 3). More generally, for 3 < fe < » + 1, a set of k -2 mutually ^ee the addendum for recent developments.
orthogonal n X n Latin squares may be used to define a net of degree k, order n (and conversely) by paralleling Bose's correspondence (6) between affine planes and complete sets of orthogonal Latin squares."
For k > r > 1 we may generalize Bruck's configuration to a finite net of degree k, order n, and dimension r by replacing (ii) and (iv) with (ii') Every r lines h, . . . , l T of N belonging to pairwise distinct classes have a unique common point P.
(iv ; ) Some line of N has exactly n r~l points. implies m == n r .
Now let us co-ordinatize N by assigning to the point P the co-ordinates Conversely, one may reverse the above process, and we thus have a correspondence between L(n, k, r) spaces with 1 < r < k and finite nets of degree k, order n, dimension r» In particular then, an L(n, 3, 2) space is essentially a loop of order n, an L(n } n + 1, 2) space defines a finite affine plane with n points on each line (n > 2), and from an L(n, k, 2) space we may construct a system of k -2 orthogonal Latin squares of side n. Let v elements be arranged into v + 1 sets 7\, . . . , T v+ i such that for i ^ j, the number of elements which are in either T t or Tj but not in both is k. We may co-ordinatize the sets of the configuration by assigning to a set the co-ordinates (ii, . . . , i v ), where ij = 1 if the jth element is in the set, and ij = 0 otherwise. If x±, . . . , x v +i are the co-ordinates of Tu . . . , T v +i, respectively, then the x t comprise a subspace of S v (2) , S(2) = {0, 1}, satisfying d{x u Xj) = k, for all i ^ j. We will discuss this configuration further in the next example.
As an illustration, for k = 4, v = 7, consider ri = {i, 2} r 4 = {i, 3,6,7} r 7 = {2,4,6,7}
(e) The v, k, X configuration. Consider next the now classic v, k, X configuration defined in Chowla and Ryser (11) as an arrangement of v elements into v sets such that every set contains exactly k distinct elements and such that every pair of sets has exactly X elements in common, 0<X<&<^. In statistics these configurations are termed symmetrical balanced incomplete block designs. For X = 1 and k = n + 1, w>2, the configuration reduces to a projective plane with n + 1 points per line, and for v = 4m -1, k = 2m -1, \ = m -1, it is equivalent to a Hadamard matrix of order N = 4m (20) (these are the ±1 matrices H satisfying HH T = NI, where H is of order N and / is the identity matrix). For a comprehensive summary of results see Ryser (22) . With the v, k, X configuration we may associate its characterizing v X v incidence matrix A = [a i:j ], where a tj = 1 if the jth element is in the ith set, and 0 otherwise. Actually, constructing the incidence matrix is equivalent to co-ordinatizing the sets of the configuration, the ith row representing the co-ordinates of the ith set. It is apparent that the v sets of co-ordinates so obtained comprise v elements of S v (2), 5(2) = {0, 1}, satisfying:
(i) If s = (0, 0, . . . , 0), and the v elements are X\ } . . . , x#, then
That the metric characterization of v, k, X tends toward the heart of the matter is suggested in (ii) by the fact that the value k -X which appears in both the v, k, X design and its complementary design (the design obtained by replacing each set by its complement) and plays such a critical role in the non-existence theorems, occurs explicitly.
Also of interest is the fact that the * 'strong" converse of the above holds. That is, given v + 1 elements s r , / of S*(2) satisfying Yl ki = rm.
Comparing contributions to all
(m\ \2/ set intersections, we obtain 
is a non-negative integer, then X > k(k -l)/(v -I). If equality holds, then v' -v and every pair of distinct sets has exactly X elements in common.
Thus for 1 < k < v, the arrangement constitutes a v, k, X configuration. (In this event, it is interesting to note that from Corollary 1 one also obtains directly that each element occurs in exactly k sets.)
Proof. From conclusion (a) of the theorem we have that if
, and equality hold sin both expressions or neither. Finally, apply the proof of (b). 
Proof. From the definitions and the theorem we have ô(Ei) < d(x u y t ) < max d(x u y t ) < d(irx u Try t ), which implies max5(Ej) < 8(irEi). Also d(wXi,iryi) < Y,d(xuJi) < !>(£*) implies that A (irEi) < Y,&(Ei
and L contains exactly {n\n^) r elements.
By identifying the element (ai, . . . , a*) with the set { (1, ai) , . . . , (&, a*)}» we can apply Theorem 3.1 and its first corollary to the metric space S k (n). We then obtain immediately This BIBD has the special property that its V blocks can be partitioned into k pairwise disjoint classes of n blocks each, such that every variety occurs in exactly one block from each class. Conversely, given such a BIBD, one can construct v elements of S k (n) with mutual distances exceeding k -r, and the elementary conditions on its parameters will imply k > (r -l)n.
. In this event, each element of S(n) occurs as a jth component of exactly t = [k -(r -l)]/[k -n(r -1)] of the
From Cauchy's inequality we obtain LEMMA 1. For the real numbers a±, . . . , a n , where (j) = ai (a t -l)/2 and a = (^a^/n.
Further, equality holds if and only if a t = a for all i.

LEMMA 2. Let i(l), . . . , i{t), t < r, be any t distinct integers from among 1, . . . , k, and let a^j) be in S(n). Then in the L(n, k, r) space, L, there are precisely n r~l elements with i(j)th component equal to a^j), j = 1, . . . , t.
Proof. The proof is evident from the fact that L contains n r elements, any two distinct elements agree in at most r -1 corresponding components, and over S(n) every /-tuple can be completed to an r-tuple in exactly n T~t ways. Proof. This is clear from the fact that if the last k -t components of the elements in an L{n, k, r) space are dropped, the resulting elements comprise an L(n, t, r) space.
For a in S(n), by Lemma 2 there are n elements Xi, . . . , x n in L with first r -1 components equal to a, and an element x n +i distinct from these and having its first r -2 components equal to a. Thus from d{x u x 3 ) > k -r for all i ^ j, it follows that n > k -r + 1. . . , k. Then again by Lemma 2, A 3 contains precisely n -1 elements. Also, A t C\ Aj = (j) for i ^ j, and so ^JAj contains precisely {n -l)(n + 1) = n 2 -1 elements. Thus every element in L having ith component equal to a u i = 1, . . , r -2, has its jth component equal to aj for precisely one value of j, r -1 < j < &, and so has distance w from x. In particular, d(x, y) = n. LEMMA 
G^e?z a k X r matrix. A, over afield F, having all its r-rowed minors non-singular, we can construct a k X (k -r) matrix with all (k -r)-rowed minors non-singular.
Proof. Let Ai denote the r X r matrix consisting of the first r rows of A, and let A 2 denote the (k -r) X r matrix consisting of the remaining k -r rows, so that
<-[£]•
By hypothesis A i is non-singular, so by elementary operations on the columns of A we can obtain where / is the r X r identity matrix. Since the elementary operations have been performed only on the columns of A, A' also has all r-rowed minors nonsingular. Now using the Laplace expansion, one sees that every minor determinant of A2 occurs as a factor of some r-rowed minor determinant of A', and hence is not zero. Again applying the Laplace expansion, one verifies that every (k -r) -rowed minor determinant of the (k -r) X k matrix [A 2 y I] either equals unity or has the same absolute value as some minor determinant of A 2 ' (here / is the (k -r)-rowed identity matrix). Hence [AJ, I] has all (k -r)-rowed minors non-singular. Taking the transpose, we have the required result. The first part of the above theorem corresponds to that of Bose and Bush (7, Theorem 5A, p. 521) with index one. They employ a similar proof. 
Proof. Letting au ... , a n -\ denote the non-zero elements of GF(p , j = 0, . . . , r -1, has all r-rowed minors non-singular, since their determinants all reduce to the Vandermonde type. For the special case p = 2, r = 3, we may adjoin to A as an (n + 2)th row the vector (0, 1, 0) and again verify that A has all 3-rowed minors non-singular. Conclusions (1) and (2) now follow from Theorem 4.3 and Lemma 4. Finally, consider (3). For k = r, the result is trivial. For k = r + 1, the matrix obtained by adjoining the row vector (1, 1, . . . , 1) to the r X r identity matrix has all r-rowed minors non-singular, and (3) follows from Theorem 4.3.
Conclusions (1) and (2) e a r +2> But since the total number of such pairs is (n -l) 2 , we must have r(n -1) < (w -l) 2 or r < n -1. Hence r = n -1. We now prove the second part of the theorem. If x i -a i for either i = r + 1 or r + 2, we are done. So assume x t ^ a u i = r + 1, r + 2. But then (x r +i, x r+ 2) must be one of the pairs (u u Vi), and the conclusion follows.
As an immediate corollary, w Proof. The proof is by induction on r. For r = 2 the theorem is trivial. Assume the theorem holds for r -1, r > 3. Let L be an L(n, k, r) space, and let x = (ai, . . . , a k ) be in L, & = n + r -1. By Lemma 2, L contains n r~2 elements y jy j = 1,. . . , w r-2 , with first and second components b\ and 62, respectively, bi 9^ ai, 6 2 5^ »2. Also, for every set ii,..., i r _ 2 of r -2 distinct integers from among 3,4, . . . , n + r -1, there is a unique element y(i\, . . . , ir-2) among the y/ s with ifth component equal to a nj)(i (j) = ij),j = 1, . . . , r -2. But then by Lemma 6, the distance of this element from x is n, and so among the last n + r -3 components, y{i\, . . . , i r -2) has r -1 components equal to the corresponding components of x. Hence there are distinct sets {j\, . . . , j r -2} associated with the same element 3/(^*1, . . . , ir-2). Further, since x and y(ii, . . . , ^-2) agree in at most r -1 corresponding components, there can be no more than r -1 such sets associated with 3/(2*1, . . . , ir-2)-Thus the sets are divided into classes of r -1 sets each, and we must have (*+:2
3 )-0mod(r-l).
Applying the induction hypothesis and Lemma 3, we obtain the theorem. From t = 3 in the above, one obtains the theorem of Bush (8, p. 430):
COROLLARY. For n odd, r > 3, an L(n, k, r) space satisfies k < n + r -2.
Relative to our previous remarks ( § 3, Example (a)), from the above theorem and Lemma 8 it follows that complete sets of orthogonal Latin cubes always exist for n a power of 2, and never exist for n odd. However, for n an odd prime power > 5, we can always construct a complete set less one. The above theorem is equivalent to saying that every set of n -2 orthogonal Latin squares of side n may be completed to a full set of n -1 orthogonal Latin squares. From our remarks following Theorem 4.7, it is interesting to note that the corresponding theorem for cubes is false.
From Lemma 3, Theorem 4.7, the Bruck-Ryser non-existence theorem (10) and the relations among orthogonal Latin squares, projective planes, and L(n, k, r) spaces, we obtain immediately: Proof. Suppose S k (n) is r-orthogonal, and let L denote an L(n, k, r) space of S k (n). Let A ly . . . , A k -r be k -r Latin squares of side n, and denote by a(i,j) the permutation t -> a t , t = 1, . . . , n, where (<2i, a 2j . . . , a n ) is the ith row vector of Aj. Finally, let co = co(z"i, . . . , i k -T ) denote the mapping of S k (n) into itself generated by performing the permutation a(ij,j) upon the jth components of the elements of S k (n), j = 1, . . . , k -r. It is clear that co is indeed a motion (Definition 4), and so under co, L is carried into a super- 
Concluding remarks.
The investigation of the metric properties of S k (n) and, in general, of power-sets has, of course, only its beginnings in the present paper. One of the initial problems is the discovery of further significant concepts (such as "extent" appears to be, for example), since many of the classical metric concepts apparently will have limited value, and topological concepts become completely trivial for the finite spaces. High on the list of desiderata would be a development of the basic theory to the point where the elements, say, of S k (n) could be treated abstractly, making it unnecessary to deal with their internal structure each time a new result is under scrutiny. For it is precisely at the point where internal combinatorial structure becomes too complex for the mind to grasp as a totality that our efforts fail.
A line of attack which has been neglected in the present paper and which may prove to be fruitful, is an examination of the distance matrix. One may readily obtain an indication of the manner in which some of the properties of S k (n) are reflected in its distance matrix A by going through the definitions and theorems and rephrasing them in terms of A. Of course, one of the critical questions in this regard is whether these and other significant properties of A lend themselves to matric methods and theory. Also of value may be an investigation of the behaviour of subspaces of S k (n) under motions of S k (n).
(Any circle of radius 1, C = C(a, 1) = {x; d(x, a) = 1}, is a metric basis for S k (n). Considering such a circle, it is not difficult to show that the group of motions of S k (n) is the semi-direct product of A by B, where A is the direct product of k symmetric groups on n letters, and B is the symmetric group on k letters.) For example, what can be said about the group of motions which carries an L(n, k, r) space into itself?
In addition to these metric spaces being objects of interest in their own right, the results thus far obtained offer hope that this type of approach may provide a useful common orientation for a wide class of combinatorial problems.
equivalently, to the existence of a Hadamard matrix of order 42). This result may also be obtained as a corollary to Theorem 4.2 of the present paper by taking n = 2, k = 4d -1 and r = 2t. The design derived from the resolvable BIBD of the theorem by deleting one variety and all blocks not containing it, is precisely the symmetric BIBD obtained by Bose and Shrikhande. More generally, for n = 2, Theorem 4.2 may be rephrased: If we consider ra-place messages having all mutual distances greater than or equal to d y then for d + 1 < m < 2d, the maximum number of such messages is less than or equal to 2d/(2d -m), and equality is attained if and only if there exists a BIBD with parameters 
